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The demand for travel to cities has greatly increased over the last few decades. While many travel for business or convention purposes, others are traveling on leisure time to learn about other cultures, to develop their specific interests, and to seek entertainment. But what exactly are the specific elements of the urban tourism product that determine the attractiveness of a city for visitors?

In his book Urban Tourism: The Visitor Economy and the Growth of Large Cities, Christopher Law examines the relationship between tourism and urban areas. He distinguishes between primary, secondary, and additional elements of a city’s tourism resources. Primary elements provide the main reasons why tourists visit cities. Secondary elements such as accommodation and shopping as well as additional elements like transportation or tourist information are also very important for the success of urban tourism, but are not the main attractor of visitors.

The following are key elements that can enhance the visitor-friendliness in urban areas.

**Historic Districts**

Historic attributes of buildings, streetscapes, neighborhoods, and special landmarks emphasize the local character of an area. Historic districts are generally very pedestrian friendly with a mix of attractions and amenities that are easily accessible. Beyond their educational component, they also generate a sense of place and provide the urban visitor with memorable experiences. Thus, cities blessed with heritage as a selling point are advantaged when looking to develop their tourism product.

**Waterfronts**

Not matter if it is for transportation, industry, or entertainment, urban waters have always attracted people out of necessity or pleasure. Lately, cities and private investors are paying increased attention to waterfronts because they pose a variety of opportunities for tourism, economic, and community development. San Antonio (TX) is probably one of the most classic examples in the US for successful riverfront development. San Antonio’s capitalized on the city’s main attraction, the water, which creates aesthetic and entertainment value while at the same time generating tourist dollars for the city.

**Convention Centers and Exhibitions**

Convention Centers and Exhibitions are often regarded as one of the staples of city tourism. In some cities, up to forty percent of those staying overnight have come for this type of business tourism. Convention Centers and Exhibitions are perceived to be strong growth sectors in which the visitor spends an above average amount and which operate for most of the year. Employment, publicity, image improvement, and urban regeneration are benefits that generally justify the big financial investment for those centers. Besides these advantages, it is important to remember that the conference business cannot be separated from the rest of the tourism industry particularly because most participants are also seeking urban amenities in an exciting environment.

**Festivals and Events**

Festivals and Events have become an increasingly popular means for cities to boost tourism. They range in size and scale from one time events like the World Exhibition or the Olympics to annual events like Folk Music Festivals or Gallery Nights. Spectacles like that are important, however, their impact upon the city’s tourist industry depends on the attendance, and the type and number of outside visitors.
friendliness. Key factors in visitor’s decision to visit a place are friendly, hospitable people. That’s what people remember and that’s what they come back for.

Responsibility for the "Welcome", however, does not rest solely with tourism employees. Each and every person working and living in the city, who has contact with visitors, should market themselves to the kind of visitors needed to bring more dollars to restaurants, hotels, museum and other entertaining places. If urban tourism wants to continue to grow and prosper, everyone, from the cab driver to the storeowner and the resident, should act as a tourism agent and provide their guests with positive memorable experiences.

Retail and Catering Facilities

Although shopping and restaurants are regarded as a secondary element of tourism, it is still an important part of the tourism economy since visitors spend a significant amount of time and money on shopping and eating. Shopping, for instance, has for some visitors become a leisure activity where they tour stores with no specific purpose in mind. For others, it is more like a sport where they go from store to store and see if there are different goods on sale at the destination compared to home. Cities that add retail stores or restaurants to their downtown or to special facilities like airports, train stations, or casinos, experience positive economic impacts that not only apply to one location, but spill over and trickle down to other areas of the city.

Conclusion

For clarity, the tourism elements presented in this article have been largely treated separately; however, it is important to point out that there is a high degree of interrelatedness among the elements. They are being developed by cities for a variety of reasons including portraying a positive image, attracting visitors, and stimulating the urban economy.
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